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Abstract

We present a new approach for simplifying models composed of
polygons or spline patches. Given an input model, the algorithm
computes a new representation of the model in terms of triangular
Bézier patches. It performs a series of geometric operations, con-
sisting of patch merging and swapping diagonals, and makes use of
patch connectivity information to generate C-LODs (curved levels-
of-detail). Each C-LOD is represented using cubic triangular Bézier
patches. The C-LOD's provide a compact representation for storing
the model. The algorithm tries to minimize the surface deviation
error and maintains continuity at patch boundaries. Given the C-
LOD's, the algorithm can generate their polygonal approximations
using static and dynamic tessellation schemes. It has been imple-
mented and we highlight its performance on a number of polygonal
and spline models.

CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Ge-
ometry and Object Modeling—Curve, surface, solid, and object
representations

Keywords: model simplification, levels-of-detail, surface approx-
imation, spline patches, surface fitting, dynamic tessellation

1 Introduction
In the last few years, the problem of simplifying geometric mod-
els has received considerable attention in computational geometry,
computer graphics and geometric modeling. Most of the literature
has focussed on the simplification of polygonal models. A num-
ber of algorithms based on vertex removal, edge collapse, face col-
lapse and vertex clustering have been proposed. Given a polygo-
nal model, these algorithms produce levels-of-detail (LOD) of the
original model. Different algorithms vary based on the error met-
rics used for surface approximation, the underlying representations
used for the simplified model, or whether or not they preserve the
topology of the original model.

In many applications, models are defined using rational para-
metric spline surfaces. These include Bézier patches and non-
uniform rational B-spline surfaces (NURBS). Most current systems
use tensor-product surfaces, though triangular surfaces have been
gaining importance as well. Models composed of tens of thousands
(or even more) of such surfaces are commonly used in CAD/CAM,
surface fitting and scientific visualization applications. Because
current graphics systems are optimized to render triangles, a num-
ber of methods based on static and dynamic tessellation have been
proposed in the literature to generate polygonal approximations of
spline models. However, these algorithms generate at least two tri-
angles for each tensor-product patch and one triangle for each tri-
angular patch. As a result, in such cases the lowest level-of-detail
consists of tens of thousands of triangles. One possibility is to gen-
erate a polygonal approximation of the spline model and generate
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its LODs using polygon simplification algorithms. In practice, this
approach has two drawbacks. First, it leads to data proliferation.
Representing a polygonal approximation of the spline model and
its LOD takes considerably more space as compared to the origi-
nal spline model. This becomes a major issue in the representa-
tion of very large CAD environments (e.g. for an automobile or
an entire submarine composed of hundreds of thousands of spline
patches). The polygonal approximation of the entire model may not
fit into the main memory. Transmitting such models over the net-
work is also time consuming. The second drawback relates to using
static tessellations and a few discrete polygonal approximations.
In particular, Kumar et al. [KML95, KMZH97] have highlighted
a number of advantages of algorithms based on dynamic tessella-
tion over static tessellation. Besides reduced memory requirements,
these include generating varying tessellations for different patches,
gradual and smooth switching between two triangulations based on
incremental techniques and use of visibility culling algorithms, in-
cluding view frustum culling and back-patch culling to increase the
frame-rate. To make use of dynamic tessellation algorithms, we
will like to represent the LODs using spline patches.

1.1 Main Contribution
In this paper we present a new algorithm to simplify polygonal and
spline models. The algorithm takes any such model as an input,
and generates a new representation in terms of triangular Bézier
patches, known as the C-Model. Along with the boundary descrip-
tion in terms of triangular patches, it also stores topology and con-
nectivity information as a graph. Given the C-Model, it performs
a series of patch merging, vertex removal and swap diagonal oper-
ations to generate curved levels-of-detail (C-LOD). The algorithm
attempts to minimize the deviation error. The graph representation
is used to identify vertices on which to perform the geometric oper-
ations and update the topology information. Eventually it produces
a series of C-LOD, each represented in terms of cubic triangular
patches.

Some of the main advantages of this approach are:� Generality: The algorithm can handle most geometric mod-
els represented using surface boundary. It has the ability to
simplify all B-rep models that can be exactly represented or
approximated using triangular spline patches.� A Unified Representation: Given a model composed of
polygons or spline patches, it computes a uniform represen-
tation in terms of triangular Bézier patches, the C-Model.� Simplifying Spline Models: A new algorithm for simplifying
spline models and computing C-LODs.� Efficiency: The algorithm can handle large objects composed
of thousands of patches or polygons and simplify them in a
few minutes.� Reduced Memory Requirements: For spline models, the
memory required to store C-LODs is at most two times the
size of input models.

The algorithm has been implemented and applied to a number of
polygonal and spline models. Different models and their simpli-
fications are shown in the color plates at the end of the paper. It
works quite well in practice.



1.2 Paper Organization
The rest of the paper is organized in the following manner. We sur-
vey related work in model simplification, surface fitting and spline
rendering techniques in Section 2. We give an overview of our
approach in Section 3. Section 4 briefly introduces the reader to
triangular patches, and presents algorithms to generate a C-model
representation. In Sections 5 and 6 we present algorithms to gen-
erate C-LODs from the C-model representation. We describe our
implementation in Section 7 and highlight the performance of our
algorithm on a number of models. Finally, we discuss some open
issues in Section 8.

2 Previous Work
There is considerable literature on simplification of polygonal mod-
els, surface fitting and data compression, and tessellation of spline
models. In this section, we briefly survey the state of the art.

2.1 Simplifying Polygonal Models
Given a polygonal model, a number of algorithms have been pro-
posed to generate its levels-of-detail. These include algorithms
based on vertex clustering [RB93], vertex removal [BS96, SZL92,
Tur92] and edge collapsing [HDD

�

93, Hop96, GH97, Gue95,
CMO97, COM98]. They use different local and global error met-
rics for simplifying polygonal models. Cohen et al. [CVMe96] and
Eck et al. [EDD

�

95] have presented algorithms that preserve the
topology of the original object and give a global error bound on sur-
face deviation. [DLW93, EDD

�

95] have presented algorithms for
multi-resolution analysis for surfaces of arbitrary topology types.

Other simplification algorithms include decimation techniques
based on vertex removal [SZL92, Sch97] and controlled topol-
ogy modification [ESV97]. All these algorithms generate a few
static LODs. Hoppe [Hop96] has introduced progressive meshes
to incrementally represent various LOD. Based on progressive
meshes, view-dependent simplification algorithms have been pro-
posed [XESV97, Hop97]. Hoppe [Hop97] has also applied the re-
sulting algorithm to small (in terms of number of patches) spline
models. The algorithm pre-computes a polygonal approximation
for a spline model, performs a series of edge-collapse operations on
the polygonal model and stores the result as a progressive mesh. At
run-time it refines the progressive mesh as a function of viewpoint
[Hop97]. While this approach has some nice properties, its main
limitations arise from using static tessellation algorithms and hav-
ing relatively high memory requirements. There exists algorithms
for polygonal models to simplify the topology also ([EM98]).

2.2 Surface Fitting
The problem of fitting spline patches to a polygonal model has
been extensively studied in computer-aided geometric design. A
survey of different techniques has been given in [Die93]. These
include algorithms smooth spline surface over irregular meshes
[Sar90, Pet95, Loo94, EH96], using n-sided patches for fitting
[LD90] and using spline approximation [dBF73, dB74]. More re-
cently, many algorithms have used subdivision surfaces for piece-
wise smooth reconstruction [HDD

�

94].

3 Overview of our approach
Our approach for simplifying geometric models makes use of
surface-fitting algorithms. It can handle polygonal as well as spline
models in a unified manner. The relationship between earlier work
on simplifying polygonal models (i.e. generating LODs), tessellat-
ing spline surfaces, fitting surfaces and computing C-LODs using
our algorithm has been shown in Figure 1. Our ultimate goal is to
generate good approximations of the original model. As opposed
to tessellating the spline models and generating LODs, we generate
C-LODs directly. For interactive display, we generate a triangular
approximation of these C-LODs using dynamic tessellation algo-
rithms.
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Figure 1: Relationship between Simplification, Surface fitting
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Figure 2: A Flow chart of our simplification system

Our approach towards model simplification starts with generat-
ing a uniform representation of the polygonal and spline models in
the form of a C-Model representation. The goal of the system is to
generate various levels of details (C-LOD) for the C-Model. Our
simplification algorithm makes use of vertex removal by merging
the patches incident on that vertex. In many ways, these are exten-
sions of simplification algorithms based on vertex removal and face
removal for polygonal models. A sequence of such vertex removal
operations on a C-Model will generate the next C-LOD. We define
a few patch patterns and algorithms to merge the patches forming
these patterns. A vertex can be removed only if the set of patches
incident on that vertex matches with any of these patterns, so that
they can be merged by applying that specific patch pattern merg-
ing algorithm. To identify the patterns, and thus all the removable
vertices, we use a graph representation and make use of search algo-
rithms. The major components of our system have been highlighted
in Figure 2.� Representation Conversion: The input to our system can be

a polygonal model, tensor product patch model, or triangu-
lar patch model. Any of the above representations is initially
converted to a common model representation (C-Model) in
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Figure 3: de Casteljau algorithm for subdivision

the form of a triangular patch model, with the complete adja-
cency information.� Computing mergeable edges: Mergeable edges are those
pairs of edges incident on a vertex that are amenable to merg-
ing. The conditions that the boundary curves of the patches
should satisfy to become mergeable edge pairs are explained
in Section 6.1. Vertices are tagged retained if it does not have
any mergeable edge. All other vertices are tagged undecided.

� Pattern Matching Graph Algorithm: The goal here is to
tag the status of all the undecided vertices into either removed
or retained. Using the information about the mergeable edge
pairs, patterns are matched around an undecided vertex. If the
pattern matching is successful, then the vertex is tagged re-
moved and the patches forming the pattern are tagged merged.
The corners of the patch are tagged removed. This process
continues till there is no more undecided vertex.� Patch Mergings: The patches that were identified for merg-
ing by the previous algorithm are merged here.� Swap Diagonal operation: The swap diagonal operation,
is performed on two adjacent triangular patches forming a
rectangular patch structure. The common boundary between
these patches is eliminated and a new boundary connecting
the other two vertices of the rectangular structure is computed.
This is equivalent to switching a diagonal line on a rectangle.

� Adjacency Update: After these operations, the modified con-
nectivity and adjacency is updated only for those vertices and
patches whose adjacencies have been affected.� C-LOD Generation: This module creates the next C-LOD.
This includes system cleanup and various bookkeeping oper-
ations to prepare the system for the next iteration.

The merging operation introduced in this section is based on the
properties of the triangular patches and the well known de Casteljau
subdivision algorithm for triangular patches.

4 Triangular Bézier Patches
The Bézier triangular surface [Far93] of degree � can be written as,�������	�
�������������� ��� ����� �

�
�

�
����� � ��� ��� �"! ���� ��� �
�������
����

(1)

where
�#�������
����

is a point on the surface, with the constraint
�$�%�& � & �

and ')(+*,(.- � � . An additional constraint,
� ( �0/%

, makes the parametric domain a triangle. The constants
� �1� ��� �

are the control points which form a triangular net (Figure 3). The

blending functions
! ���� ��� � �������
���2

are Bernstein basis functions of
degree � given by

! ���� ��� � �������
���2�� � 3
' 3 * 3 - 3

� � � � � �
(2)

We consider only polynomial triangular patches, though the tech-
niques given in this paper can be directly extended to the rational
patches also. In the rest of the paper, we refer to Bézier triangular
patches as just `patches'.

4.1 465 continuous Triangular Patches
For two patches to be 798 continuous, the triangles joining the con-
trol points along the border of the patches (i) should be pairwise
planar (coplanarity condition) and (ii) should be an affine trans-
formation of the domain triangles (affine pairs condition) (Figure
4). In other words, by condition (ii), in Figure 4, the quadrilater-
als formed by the triangles : % and :<; , and :>= and :>? , should be
an affine transformation of the quadrilateral formed by :<@ and :BA .
These two conditions are necessary and sufficient conditions for the
patches to be 798 continuous[Far93].

The three boundary curves of a triangular patch are Bézier curves
formed by the boundary control points of the patch. It is important
to note that two adjacent Bézier curves are 7 8 continuous (their
tangents are same in direction, at the common end point), when the
three control points – the common control point, and their adjacent
control points on either curve – lie on a straight line. We refer to it
as an edge continuity condition.

4.2 Subdivision and Merging Algorithms
A triangular patch can be subdivided into, in general, three triangu-
lar sub-patches using the de Casteljau algorithm. This is also the
basis of the blossoming principle for triangular patches.

Given the control points
� ��� ��� �

and a parametric vector C ��������
�	��
, the de Casteljau algorithm computes, at each iteration,

a sequence of sets of control points, using the following equation.�,D��� ��� �
� C ��E�)�,DGF 8�
� 8
� ��� � � C  ( �H�,DGF 8��� �

� 8
� � � C  ( �2�,DGF 8�1� ��� �

� 8
� C  (3)

with the condition that '�(�*I(,- � � &,J , where � is the degree of the
patch and

J
is the iteration count. Further,

�,K�1� �G� � �������
���2��E� ��� ��� �
.

The result computed,
� �K � K � K �����	�
���� , is actually the point on the

triangular patch for the parametric value
�����	�
����

. As shown in
Figure 3, the intermediate points generated by the above algorithm,
are actually control points of the sub-patches of the original patch.

If the patch is subdivided at a parameter
�������
���2

, where one
parameter is zero, then the de Casteljau subdivision would yield
two triangular patches instead of three. Further, the boundary curve
that is subdivided into two in this process, actually undergoes de
Casteljau subdivision of a Bézier curve.

We formulate a method using the inverse of de Casteljau algo-
rithm to merge patches. If three patches are obtained by the de
Casteljau subdivision of a single patch, then by performing the ex-
act reverse computation, we will be able to get the control points
of the original patch. This requires computing the parametric value�������
�	��

at which these three patches were subdivided. We know
that the point

� �K � K � K is on the patch and also on the triangle formed
by
� � F 88
� K � K ,

� � F 8K � 8
� K , and

� � F 8K � K � 8 . The barycentric coordinate of
� �K � K � K ,

on the above triangle gives the parametric value
�������
���2

. Using
this, by reverse calculation, we can compute L 8

�
8
�
8 of the original

patch. The boundary control points of the original patch are same as
the boundary control points of the sub-patches. If the original patch
was divided into two patches, the computation of

�������
����
becomes

simpler. One of the parameters is zero, and the others can be com-
puted from the inverse de Casteljau algorithm for Bézier curve, as
outlined in [Far93]. These techniques are used in our algorithms for
patch merging.
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5 Generating C-Models
In this section we discuss algorithms to convert a few types of
model representations to our C-Model representation. Our C-
Model representation consists of a set of cubic Bézier triangular
patches along with adjacency and topology information. It also con-
tains other useful input information about patches that is explained
in Section 8. We have chosen cubic triangular Bézier patches for
various reasons. These include reduced space requirements and fast
algorithms for tessellating them into polygons. Furthermore, the
cubic patches provide us with sufficient number of control points
for surface fitting. Apart from having good mathematical proper-
ties, cubic patches have the right number of parameters and un-
knowns to work with for our algorithm. The following subsections
explain various algorithms we use to convert polygons and tensor-
product patches into triangular patches.

5.1 Triangular patches for polygonal models
To convert the polygonal model into a C-Model, we start with fitting
one triangular patch for every triangle. An algorithm to find the
control points for such a triangular patch, is given below.

A cubic patch has ten control points. We use the following nam-
ing convention: three `corner' control points, six `boundary' control
points and one `center' control point. The goal now is to position
these ten control points, to ensure the coplanarity condition, with a
reasonably `good' surface fit over a polygon.

Choosing the corner control points: The three vertices of a
triangle become the three corner control points of the patch.

Choosing the boundary control points: Each corner control
point with its two adjacent boundary control points, define the tan-
gent plane at that corner. We also know the tangent plane from the
normal at each corner vertex. We choose one point on each of the
two edges of the given triangle, that are incident on one corner, say�

. The projection of these chosen points on the tangent plane at
�

would give us the two boundary control points adjacent to
�

. A rea-
sonable choice of a point on the edge would be the one at a distance
of one-third of the edge length away from

�
. The same method is

repeated on the other two corners to get all the six boundary control
points.

It is important to note here that a vertex has multiple normals,
if it is on an edge or crease. We can make use of this informa-
tion to avoid 7#8 continuity in such cases, to maintain the edges
and creases. The polygons whose edges define a boundary of the
surface, would be treated as boundary polygons. Now we need to
choose the only remaining control point, the center control point. It
is initialized to be the average of the six boundary control points.
The computed position is refined after all the triangles are fitted
with patches, making it a two-pass algorithm.

Refining the center control point: Let us consider one bound-
ary curve, say edge

�
, of the patch. We know from the copla-

narity condition that the center control point, two boundary control
points of the edge

�
, and the center control point of the patch ad-

jacent on the edge
�

, should be coplanar. For three edges we have

three such planes, and the center control point is the intersection of
these three planes. Let us construct the plane for the edge

�
. The

cross-product of the line joining the boundary control points of
�

and the line joining the two center control points of the adjacent
patches, defines the normal to the plane we are looking for. One
of the boundary control points, with this normal, defines the plane.
The three plane intersection point is then computed by solving three
linear equations.

Refining the center control point for a boundary patch: Bound-
ary patches are the patches fitted over a boundary polygon. In such
cases, in the absence of adjacent patches, refining the center control
point becomes an under-constrained problem. Under these circum-
stances, the center control point found in the first pass is projected
on the line (in case of one boundary edge), or onto the plane (in
case of two boundary edges).

5.2 Triangular patches for tensor product patch
models

This section explains our algorithm to convert a bi-cubic tensor-
product Bézier patch into two triangular patches. If the patch degree
is less than three, the patch is subjected to degree-elevation to make
it bi-cubic. If the tensor-product patch is of a higher degree, then it
is subdivided to smaller patches so that each subdivided patch can
be approximated by a bi-cubic patch. The non-isoparametric curves
of a bi-cubic patch are of degree six. So, the degree of the triangu-
lar patches would be six to exactly represent a bi-cubic patch. We
approximate each bi-cubic patch with two cubic triangular patches.

The boundary control points of the tensor-product patch become
the boundary control points the two triangular patches. The diag-
onal curve of the tensor-product patch, which is of degree six, is
the third and the common boundary curve for the two triangular
patches. We have to approximate the diagonal curve with four con-
trol points (a cubic curve).

A bi-cubic tensor product patch is given by the equation:�#�������H ����� ��� K �������� K � �1� � ! � ���H  ! � ���)

The points computed within the parenthesis are the control points
for the cubic iso-parametric curve for a constant

�
. In the diagonal

curve,
�+� �

, and hence they are dependent. A simple extension
of the algorithm highlighted above gives the approximation of the
control points of the diagonal curve, as given below.

��� �������� K � �1� � ! � � '=
G���	� / ' / =

where
� �

's are the new control points. The center control points
of the two triangular patches are found in the same way as given
in Section 5.1. Similar methods can be devised to convert n-sided
patches into triangular patches.

6 Patch Merging Algorithms
In Section 4, we reviewed methods to combine two or three patches
into one big patch when the smaller patches were obtained by the
de Casteljau subdivision of the big patch. In this section, we extend
this idea to merge any combination of 7 8 continuous patches. As
this would introduce surface deviation error, we try to minimize
this error by imposing various constraints on the patches that are
merged.

The foremost requirement for the patches to be mergeable is 7�8
continuity. In our application, the patches might not be 7 8 contin-
uous to start with. Making the triangular patches in a model 7�8
continuous, especially to ensure the affine pairs condition, is an op-
timization problem [Man97]. So, in our system, we only ensure
the coplanarity condition for geometric continuity. In practice, we
obtain good results by only using this constraint.
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6.1 Merging Patterns

A set of patches can be merged only if they satisfy few geometric
constraints and match with one of the defined patterns, in their lo-
cal topology. Merging algorithms are defined only for these patch
patterns. The merging patterns are illustrated in Figure 5. The dark
edges are mergeable edge pairs for the common vertex of those
edges.

We impose two conditions for two edges (curves) incident on a
vertex

�
to be the mergeable edge pairs of

�
. The first is the edge

continuity as explained in section 4.1. In other words, the com-
mon control point

�
should be on the line joining the two adjacent

control points of the two curves. The second condition is the re-
stricted incident faces condition. According to this condition, the
edge pair should have either 0, 2, or 3 faces between them in both
clockwise and counter-clockwise directions. It is possible to have
no face between the edge pairs, if the vertex is a boundary vertex.
For boundary vertices, only the boundary edges can be mergeable.
The use of restricted incident faces condition will be made clear
later in this section.

The patterns T and star, are handled exactly the same way as
described in Section 4.2. The star pattern has no mergeable edge
pairs. But there are several ways to check whether the patches form-
ing the star are mergeable or not. One simple test is to check the
deviation of the common control point for all three patches from
the plane formed by its three adjacent control points. Another test
is to find deviation of the the normal of the common vertex, com-
puted for all three patches. The presence of mergeable edge pairs
is an essential condition for all patterns except the star pattern. Al-
though, we can decompose a 2T pattern into two T patterns, we use
this prototype for implementation convenience.

Unlike the T and Star patterns, there is no equivalent subdivision
process for the patches merged by a T-in-T (Triangle-in-Triangle)
pattern. The three mergeable edge pairs in this pattern are merged
according to the inverse de Casteljau algorithm for Bézier curves,
and the center control point is found by the algorithm described
in Section 5.1. This pattern cannot be directly extended to higher
degree triangular patches, because they have too many degrees of
freedom.

Any merging pattern explained here allows not more than three
faces around a vertex to be merged on one side of its mergeable
edge pair. This explains the restricted incident faces condition re-
quired by the edge pair to qualify as mergeable edge pair.

It can be argued that, like a 2T pattern, there can be a 3T pattern,
which would allow 4 faces between the mergeable edges. But, as
there is no other pattern with 4 faces on one side of the edge pair,
the probability of finding such a pattern is quite low. On the other
hand, with 3 faces, we have two 2T patterns and a T-in-T pattern,
making the probability of finding one pattern quite high. This is
one of the reasons to impose the restricted incident faces condition.
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Figure 7: Degree Reduction using Swap Diagonal Operation

6.2 Swap Diagonal operation
A swap diagonal operation is not a patch merging operation. But it
is very useful in reducing the degree of a vertex as shown in Figure
7. It is also useful in stopping the propagation of vertex removals
by the graph algorithm which is explained in the next section. The
algorithm to swap a diagonal is not as straight forward as in the case
of two adjacent planar triangles. As we are dealing with curved
surfaces, the diagonals are space curves. Our goal is to find the
diagonal curve which is planar, or atleast with minimum deviation
from a plane.

The swap diagonal operation is performed in two steps. First the
two patches, say

�
and

!
, are subdivided into two patches each,

say � � 8 ,
���

,
!
8 ,
! ���

, at the same point on the common boundary
curve, using the de Casteljau algorithm. In the second step,

�
8 is

merged with its adjacent sub-patch of
!

, say
!
8 , and

���
with

! �
,

using the inverse de Casteljau algorithm. This swaps the diagonal
of the rectangular pattern (Figure 6). The main issue is to find the
parameter at which the original patches

�
and

!
have to be split,

so that in the second step while merging, the sub-patches satisfy the
edge continuity condition.

We use a simple algorithm to approximate this parameter. We fit
a plane, � , that approximates the four corner control points of the
rectangular structure formed by

�
and

!
. The normal to the plane

is computed as the cross product of the lines joining the opposite
corners of the rectangle. On this plane, the four points are projected.
The existing common boundary curve is represented as a straight
line on the plane. The parameter at which this line is divided by
the other diagonal is taken as the required parametric value for our
subdivision step.

7 Graph Algorithm for Pattern Matching
In the previous section we introduced various patterns, or proto-
types, of the triangular patches that can be merged. In this section,
we describe an algorithm to identify such patterns in the boundary
description. Once these patterns have been identified, the patches
forming the pattern are merged according to that specific pattern
merging rule to yield one single patch. This patch is substituted for



Figure 8: Generalized algorithm for three faces merging

the merged patches, thus reducing the patch count of the model to
generate the next C-LOD.

Let us assume that we are given a set of vertices and their con-
nectivity in the form of adjacency. A vertex can be tagged either
removed, retained, or undecided, with obvious meanings. An un-
decided vertex can be made into a retained vertex or a removed
vertex. But once they are tagged retained or removed, their status
is not changed for that particular iteration.

As the presence of a mergeable edge pair is essential to find-
ing a patch pattern around a vertex of degree greater than three,
non-existence of mergeable edge pair would make the vertex to be
tagged retained. As a result of the restricted incident faces con-
dition, any vertex with degree (number of edges incident on the
vertex) more than six will also be tagged retained. If all vertices
are tagged retained, multiple swap diagonal operations have to be
performed around a few vertices, to reduce their degree to less than
or equal to six (Figure 7).

So all vertices with degree greater than six and the vertices with
no mergeable edge pairs are tagged retained. All other vertices
are marked undecided. Let us also assume that for each undecided
vertex, we are provided with its mergeable edge pairs.

The goal is to tag the undecided vertices as either retained or
removed. If it is removed, then find patterns among the patches
incident on that vertex, for patch merges, so that no patch has this
vertex as its corner. It is clear to see that in T and star patterns
there is one removed vertex, in a 2T pattern there are two removed
vertices and in a T-in-T pattern there are three removed vertices. In
all the cases there are three retained vertices.

With the topology information being coded in the form of merge-
able edge pairs, we pose the problem of identifying patterns in this
topology, as a graph searching problem. The vertices of the model
are mapped to the vertices of the graph, and the boundary curves of
the triangular patches, to the edges of the graph. We use depth first
search algorithm to find patterns.

Let us assume that we are given with a vertex
�

, that is tagged
removed, with its mergeable edge pair. Let us also assume that a
pattern has been matched on one side of the mergeable edge pair.
Now the problem is to match a pattern on the other side, which we
call an unmatched side. It is important to note that the two adjacent
vertices of

�
along its mergeable edge pair, are retained vertices.

There can be either 0,2, or 3 faces on the unmatched side, as any
other number of faces would contradict the restricted incident face
condition for the given mergeable edge pair. If there is no face on
the unmatched side, then we are done. If there are two faces then
that portion of the geometry can be matched with a : pattern. The
third vertex is tagged retained.

We describe the following generalized algorithm to handle three
faces on the unmatched side. The immediate neighborhood of any
such vertex is topologically equivalent to the geometry shown in

Figure 8. The vertex to be removed is denoted by a circle, and
mergeable edge pair is shown as a thick edge. The shaded vertices
are retained vertices. This geometry can be reduced to a : pattern
by one swap diagonal operation, and the vertex under consideration
can be removed, without generating any more removable vertices.
In this method, tagging the vertices to be removed or retained has to
be done carefully. The vertices on the either side of the mergeable
edge pair are always retained vertices. Among the other two ver-
tices, one loses an edge and the other gains an edge because of this
swap diagonal operation. The vertex that gains an edge should be
either undecided or retained before the swap diagonal, and has to
be tagged retained after the operation. The vertex that loses an edge
can be in any of the three states before the swap diagonal operation.
It should be tagged retained after the swap diagonal operation, if
it was not tagged removed before the operation [Gop98]. We will
adopt this solution, when none of two 2T pattern or a T-in-T pattern
match with the portion of the geometry.

If a 2T pattern is matched, one vertex is tagged retained and one
vertex is tagged removed. For the removed vertex, a pattern has
been matched on one side of its mergeable edge pair and there is
one unmatched side. Similarly a T-in-T pattern generates two such
removed vertices. The above pattern matching algorithm is applied
to the removed vertices recursively.

It can be seen that even if a 2T or T-in-T pattern is identified on
the unmatched side, the generalized solution can be applied. The
advantage of the generalized solution is that it generates no more
removable vertices, and is applied to stop the propagation of vertex
removals.

The recursion starts with a vertex where both sides of the merge-
able edge pairs are unmatched sides. On one side, we match patch
patterns, and in case of a three face pattern, we stop the recusion im-
mediately using the generalized algorithm for handling three faces.
Then the second unmatched side satisfies the required condition for
the above explained algorithm. An example for pattern matching
graph algorithm is given in Figure 9, where

� %
is the first vertex

to be removed, and SD denotes a swap diagonal. It can be seen
that different sets of patch patterns are possible in the same topol-
ogy. We attempt to find just one set of patch patterns out of various
possibilities.

8 Implementation
In this section, we present implementation details of our simpli-
fication system. The algorithms described in this paper have been
implemented in C++. We will discuss the system in stages as shown
in Figure 2.
C-Model Representation: The polygonal and spline representa-
tions are initially converted to the C-model representation. The C-
model also has information about the curvature and size of every
cubic triangular patch, which are used to decide whether two ad-
jacent patches can be merged or not. A high curvature edge is not
merged with any other edge, and a relatively small patch is chosen
for merging at the beginning of the pattern matching algorithm.
Computing mergeable edge pair: The edge continuity condition
for mergeable edge pairs is checked by comparing with a tolerance
value the angle of deviation of the two line segments connecting the
common control point to its adjacent neighbors in the two curves.
At higher levels of detail, this tolerance is slightly relaxed. All
vertices are undecided to start with. If a corner does not have any
mergeable edges then it is tagged retained.
Pattern Identification by graph algorithm: As explained in
Section 7, the graph searching algorithm identifies patches to be
merged and the vertices to be removed. The actual merging op-
eration and the vertex removal operation is not performed by the
graph searching routine. The patches to be merged are logged in a
data structure class called `ToBeMerged'. This is an array of sets-
of-patches to be merged. Furthermore, whenever a swap diagonal
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Figure 9: Illustration of the graph algorithm

operation is to be performed, it is logged into another class called
`ToBeSwapped'.

Implementing MergePatches: The `MergePatches' function
merges every set of patches in the `ToBeMerged' array. The ad-
jacency information can be updated from the data structures.

Implementing SwapDiagonal: The `SwapDiagonal' function
swaps diagonal of all the related patches logged in the
`ToBeSwapped' array. Unlike the `MergePatches' operation, the
adjacency is updated immediately after each `SwapDiagonal', to
avoid an inconsistent state in the topological information introduced
by the swap diagonal operation. This inconsistent state is due to the
increase in the number of edges, hence the faces, of two of the ver-
tices involved in the swap diagonal. Other merging operations will
either maintain the edge count or decrease it.

Adjacency Update: Incremental update of adjacencies and con-
nectivity is performed only for those vertices whose adjacency has
been affected by the above operations. The adjacency informa-
tion involves computing the connectivity between the corners and
patches, ordering of edges and faces around a corner, and other
book-keeping operations for the affected vertices. Every adjacency
update is stored in an array in the vertex data structure, and is tagged
with the present C-LOD number. If the C-LOD number of the array' is

� �
and that of '�( %

is
� �

, then for any other C-LOD number
between

� �
and

� �
, array ' stores the adjacency information.

Resetting the System: This involves tagging all vertices unde-
cided, freeing the unused memory in the structures related to re-
moved vertices and merged patches, and resetting the counters and
other system variables. After resetting, the system is ready for the
next iteration.

8.1 Data structure
In this section, we highlight the data structures used in our imple-
mentation. The main classes in the system are Model, Corner, and
Patch. From the Model class, all C-LODs of the given model can
be obtained. It has Vertices[], an array of pointers to the Corner
class, and Patches[], an array of pointers to original Patch class. As
no corner is added to the system during the simplification process,
Vertices is not changed. If the corners are removed, they are tagged
as removed, and not removed from the data structure. On the other
hand, new patches are added to the system by the merging opera-
tion. Pointers exist in the Model class, only to the patches in the
original model. No direct pointer is provided for each generated
patch. Patches belonging to a specific C-LOD of a C-Model can be
extracted by an interesting Patch class traversal using a linked list
and is explained in [Gop98].

The algorithms and data structures have been designed to save
run-time memory usage. A good balance of speed against memory
is achieved in the implementation. In all the functions, the option
of parallel implementation is kept open by carefully designed data-
access patterns.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Phone Polygonal 43537 1623 235
Bunny Polygonal 69491 1000 289
Lion Tensor Patch 4632 402 10.7

Figure 10: Performance of the system: (a)Model (b)Model
representation (c)Initial patch count(d) Final simplified patch
count (e) Total time taken (secs)

8.2 Generating higher levels of details
The above modules can generate subsequent C-LODs, while there
are undecided vertices and patch patterns to remove them. The ab-
sence of undecided vertices may be for two reasons: the degree of
the vertices are greater than six, or there is no mergeable edge pair.
When the simplification process stops because of these conditions,
the multiple swap diagonal operations are performed to reduce the
degree of a few chosen vertices, as explained before (Figure 7). To
make more edge pairs merge-able, we move the boundary control
points of all the patches, without introducing cracks in the model,
to make the boundary curves planar. Apart from increasing the pos-
sibility of edges becoming mergeable, this process also makes the
quality of the merged patches better in terms of surface deviation er-
ror. Relaxing the curvature constraint also alleviates this problem.

9 Performance
The algorithms presented in this paper have been applied to var-
ious polygonal and spline models. Here we highlight the results
on three models, two of which are polygonal models, and one is a
tensor product Bézier patch model. The performance numbers for
these models are tabulated in Figure 10. The Phone and the Bunny
model were given in `ply' format with polygon adjacencies. The
Lion model was converted to a triangular patch model and adjacen-
cies were generated off-line. The time given in the table, includes
the C-Model representation conversion time and the total time to
generate various levels of detail until the patch count given in the
table is achieved. For the polygonal models, we computed 200 C-
LODs and for the lion model we had 14 C-LODs. Every patch in the
lion model has been hand-crafted to contribute to represent features
of the model, so the simplification achieved in this model, cannot
be directly compared with the simplification achieved in polygonal
models. There are many more degeneracies to be handled in curved
surface models, than in polygonal models. Following are few of the
examples for such degenerate conditions: (i) two triangular patches
can have same corner vertices and the boundary curves, but still not
be the same patch geometrically, (ii) even in a manifold two adja-
cent corners can be the end points of a multiple number of patches,
(iii) a patch can be folded so that two of its corners coincide, and
still be a valid patch. Most of the degeneracies can be handled by
our system.

The results shown here are from the prototype of our system. All



the timings presented here were measured on an SGI-Onyx with an
R10000 processor,

%�� @ MHz clock.

10 Error Analysis
An important component of a simplification algorithm is to com-
pute a tight error bound on the simplified model. In our algorithm
no strict error metric had been imposed on the simplification, except
in the form of mergeable edge pairs. The error metric we are work-
ing on is based on the surface deviation from the original model
of the resulting patch after merging. Computing exact maximum
surface-to-surface distance is rather complex.

The error introduced in patch merging can be easily computed
in the following manner. First the new patch obtained by the patch
merging operation is subdivided using the de Casteljau algorithm at
the same parameter at which it was merged. If there was no error
in the merging operation, then these subdivided patches would ex-
actly match original patches. Hence, a good error estimate is to find
the maximum distance between the corresponding control points of
these subdivided patches from those of the original patches. We
can also use a weighted distance function, as the deviation of the
corner control points would involve more error than the same de-
viation of the center control points. This error can be accumulated
incrementally over various C-LODs.

We have observed that the swap diagonal operation, which does
not contribute to the patch reduction, can introduce deviation error.
We are currently working towards a better swap diagonal algorithm
and its implementation. Some error is also introduced by not satis-
fying the affine pairs condition for 7 8 continuity. We are planning
to implement the algorithm presented by [Man97]. This is based on
local parametric scheme that improves surface shape by empirically
proven improved settings of the free parameters.

11 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented a new algorithm for simplifying
spline models without tessellating them into polygons. Our ap-
proach is general and also applicable to polygonal models. The
resulting algorithms have been implemented and demonstrated on
different polygonal and spline models. Our system is well designed
and suitable for parallel implementation, on shared memory multi-
processing environments. As part of future work, we are trying to
make the merging operation and the swap diagonal operation, in the
simplification process more accurate and bound the error on merg-
ing operations. We are also planning to make the patches strictly7#8 continuous, for improved visual quality, and use results from
[EM98] to perform topological simplification.
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